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QUESTIONS

IN TIMES Of'TRANSITION

'

THERE IS AN IRRESISTIBLE URGE
TO LOOK BACK

I
BURSTS Of U

TOUCH THE WOUND AGAIN AND AGAIN
UNEXPECTED

FISH PRESS: BERKELEY 2004

HOW TO WORK

Pull upward

THIS

011

BOOK

the loop of ribbon

at the top of the box tray. This
will lift
tl1e book. Reach behind the lifted
floor and
flip 011t the hinged, angled prop.
This will allow tl,e floor to support
the
book in an upright position. To
change the page that shows 11,rough
the
plexiglass window, simultaneously
push upward on both the left and
rigl1t
wooden handles, marked wit/1 tl,e
number 2. (You may need to gently
hold
the ,rext wooden handles in place
to keep them from moving partway
up
with the handles that you are currently
pushing upward.) Sections of the
new page will slowly slide itlto view
over the previous page. Repeat
the protlw hinged floor that supports

cess whenever you are ready to view
a new page. You may view pages
out
of order, as well as view combina
tions

of sections of two or more pages.
viewing all the pages, slide all the
wooden liandles
down,,ward, back to their lowest
positions.
When you have finished

True to Life was written,

letterpress

printed

photopolymer

illustrated,

using a combination

plates. It was assembled

expert assistance

from Macy Chadwick.

page is one section of a long, continuo
us
viewed all at once. In an edition

and designed

by Julie Chen. It was

of pressure plates, woodblocks,

&

and bound at Flying Fisl1 Press
with
The image ihat appears
visual timeline

of 100 copies, tliis is number:

Copyright 2004 by Julie Chen

on each

that can never be
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HOW TO WORK

THIS

BOOK

Pull upward on the loop of
ribbon at the top of the box
tray. This will lift
the hinged floor that supports
the book. Reach behind the
lifted floor and
flip out the hinged, angled
prop. This will allow the floo
r to support the
book in an upright position.
To change the page that show
s through the
plexiglass window, simultaneous
ly
push upward on both the left
and right
wooden handles, marked with
the number 2. (You may need
to gently hold
the next wooden handles in
place to keep them from mov
ing partway up
with the handles that you
are currently pushing upward.
) Sections of the
new page will slowly slide into
view over the previous page.
Repeat the process whenever you are read
y to view a new page. You
may view pages out
of order, as well as view com
binations
of sections of two or more
pages.
When you have finished view
ing all the pages, slide all
the wooden handles
down,,_ward, back to their lowe
st positions.

True to Life was written,
letterpress

printed

photopolymer
expert

illustrated,

using a combination

plates. It was assembled

assistance

page is one section

from

Macy

Chadwick.
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viewed all at once. In an edit
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and designed
of pressure
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IN TIMES OF TRA SITION

THERE IS AN IRRESISTIBLE URGE TO LOOK BACK

TOUCH THE WOUND AGAIN ANO AGAIN

RELIVE THE PAIN OF KNOWING YOU WERE WRONG

RN EVENTS INTO A STORY THAT YOU CAN TEL

CHANGE THE WORDS EVER SO SLIGHTLY WITH EACH TELLING

PLAY UP THE DRAMA

-

TRY TO PINPOINT THE PRECISEMOMENTOF ERROR

TURN EVENTS INTO A STORYTHAT YO CAN TELL YOURSELFAND OTHERS

-
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RELIVE THE PAIN OF KNOWING YOU WERE WRONG

GL 'G

ENT INTERMIN
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UNSPOKEN LONGINGS
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EMERGING QUESTIONS

